Who Sells Execution Solutions?
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Global Supply Chain Strains
Huntsville’s Lethal Injections
Hospira Made the Ultimate Anesthesia; AmerisourceBergen Supplied It to TDCJ.
I will prescribe regimens for the good of my patients according to my ability
and my judgment and never do harm to anyone. --Hippocratic Oath

L

ong addicted to lethal injections, Texas is having trouble
scoring a fix. In November Britain banned exports of
sodium thiopental, one of three drugs that Texas uses in its
death-row cocktails.
At the time, the only U.S. producer of the drug was shifting its
thiopental production to Italy. On Christmas Eve Italy’s
Parliament unanimously demanded guarantees from Illinoisbased Hospira, Inc. that no thiopental produced there would be
used in executions.1 Saying it could not make such guarantees,
Hospira opted to abandon the product. Italian Foreign Minister
Franco Frattini praised the company for helping Italy “prevent
the drug from reaching U.S. penitentiaries and being used for
capital punishment.”
Hospira makes drugs “to improve or save lives” and condemns
lethal, off-label uses of them for executions, says spokesman
Dan Rosenberg. The company conveyed this position to the
prison systems of all 50 states last March, he says.
When Italy prompted Hospira to abandon thiopental,
Rosenberg says the company was finalizing a policy whereby its
distributors would agree not to sell that drug to prisons for
executions. “They were all agreeable to it,” he says. But
Rosenberg says it’s ultimately “impossible to control where a
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drug ends up and what it’s used for,” since
Hospira’s distributors supply third parties who
might sell to death row.
Although Hospira continues to produce the two
other drugs that Texas and other states use in
lethal injections, several factors set thiopental
apart. Hospira was the only FDA-approved
manufacturer of that drug,2 which Hospira sought
to produce in Europe—where the death penalty is
condemned as barbaric. In contrast, Hospira
produces the other two drugs (pancuronium
bromide and potassium chloride) in the United
States, where it is not the sole producer.
Italy apparently prompted Hospira to talk to its
suppliers about keeping thiopental off death row.
Rosenberg says the company has not had the
same kinds of talks with its suppliers about the
two other drugs used in lethal injections.
Last week death-row defense attorneys smoked
out one of Hospira’s distributors when they
forced the Texas Department of Criminal Justice
(TDCJ) to disclose the source of its execution
drugs. A state judge ordered the agency to release
documents that show that it got all three of its
execution drugs from Besse Medical, a unit of
AmerisourceBergen Corp.3
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Maurie Levin of the University of Texas’ Capital
Punishment Clinic helped force TDCJ to disclose its
supply chain for death-row drugs. She says the
documents show that TDCJ ordered “the very three
drugs that they use in lethal injections” from
Amerisource’s Besse Medical. “It’s implausible that
the supplier didn’t know what these drugs were
used for,” Levin says.
Amerisource representatives did not return calls
about the matter. Spokeswoman Barbara Brungess
told Lobby Watch in a written statement that
“AmerisourceBergen has no insight into how a
licensed provider uses a product.” She added that

the company “has no stated position on the death
penalty.” Does Amerisource supply lethal-injection
drugs to prisons in any other states? “We do not
discuss any individual customers,” Brungess wrote.
Dr. Jane Henney is a medical doctor and former FDA
commissioner who sits on Amerisource’s board. Dr.
Henney now works at the University of Cincinnati—
not far from the Amerisource unit that supplied all of
TDCJ’s execution drugs. She did not return a call
seeking comment.
Even the state that leads the nation in executions
does not appear to spend much on lethal drugs.

Levin, who says she hasn’t added up the TDCJ
purchase orders, estimates that a typical shipment
cost $1,000.4 This suggests that other business drove
Amerisource’s political spending in Texas.
Amerisource is a top client of Austin father-and-son
lobbyists Brad Shields junior and senior. The
company has paid the duo up to $450,000 since
2009 (it previously retained Hughes & Luce).5
The elder Shields says he did not know that his client
supplied death row until Lobby Watch called about
it. “If the prison system is ordering those drugs,”
Shields says, “I would think you’d have to know what
they are for.” Shields says he monitors legislation
affecting Amerisource’s pharmacy customers, who
have a turf war with mail-order drug companies.
AmerisourceBergen’s PAC injected $20,550 into
Texas political campaigns over the past five years, a
period in which Texas executed 128 people. The top
recipients of these funds were Senate Health and
Human Services Chair Jane Nelson and Senator
Leticia Van De Putte, a pharmacist.

In her written statement, Amerisource’s Brungess
says, “At no time have we ever lobbied on matters
relating to the death penalty in the State of Texas, or
in any other state.”
Hospira’s faint Texas money trail emanates from the
company’s Austin plant, which makes plastic drug
bags. Some employees there are modest political
contributors, with several of them backing
Republican maverick Debra Medina and the
Libertarian Party.
TDCJ’s supply of sodium thiopental expires in March.
To keep its unrivalled execution machine rolling,
TDCJ needs to switch to non-pharmaceutical
executions, find a new source of the drug or use
different drugs. Texas has expertise in this area. In
2009 Houston Dr. Conrad Murray prescribed the
anesthetic propofol that took the King of Pop on his
final trip to Neverland.
Do no harm. •
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